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this is easily the best headset for audio and gaming that ive used,
but if you are looking for an in-ear set this isnt it. the bose sense
hearing aid monitor allows you to use two sets of earphones with
three different levels of outside noise in your listening
environment, so you can hear people talk, play music, or have a
phone conversation when theyre too close, too far, or a little bit of
both. bose has you covered when it comes to accessories. the
company not only sells every kind of headphone or earbud
imaginable, but it sells bluetooth sports bands that you can put
over the top of your existing earbuds. this gives them a more
secure fit, especially if you've lost or dropped your earbuds
somewhere, and provides a better seal around the ear to block
outside noise. the sport earbuds are the only bose product that i
found to be comfortable enough to wear constantly for days at a
time. the fitfab fitness band for iphones might be cheaper, but the
bose move is a lot nicer to look at, with a design that involves a
rotating bezel. the fitfab is comfortable enough, though, and it
automatically tracks your activity throughout the day and you can
set goals and track your progress. however, they are not as light
or as comfortable as apple airpods. they do provide better
stability for walks or sports than the airpods due to their flexible
form factor, but they still lack the latter's comfort and sound
quality. in addition to the standard features of the headphones,
you get microphones for voice calls and a three-button control for
easier volume adjustment. both bose sport earbuds and the bose
move run for about $300. theyre simple, there are no extras, and
theyll keep your ears warm.
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